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Fishing report long beach island

Hawaii's new and changing Big Island environment makes it feel very different from the other islands in the state. Driving to the beaches here, you'll pass through small historic towns, a variety of unique microclimates and active volcanoes, all of which add to the distinctive qualities that make the island of
Hawaii so special. 01 of 10 Alexander Redling / Getty Images Address Punalu'u Beach, Hawaii, USA. Hawaii's famous black sand beaches are made of, you guessed it—small lava fragments of volcanic eruptions, and Punalu'u on the southeast side is easily the most popular and accessible of them all.
For those traveling with children (or sensitive feet), be sure to keep your shoes while walking on this beach, as dark sand tends to retain more heat. The bright side? All that warm sand means Punalu'u is hawaii's favorite place to sunbathe for green sea turtles. The swell is typically very high here, so even
advanced swimmers should be very cautious. Also, while the black sand looks beautiful on the beach, it can lead to very little visibility within the water, so snorkeling is not recommended either. 02 out of 10 estivillove my life / Getty Images Address 2355 Kalanianaole Ave, Hilo, HI 96720, USA Phone +1
808-961-8688 This Hilo beach park is also called Richardson Ocean Center. The natural sea walls created by lava have formed natural pools and coves, keeping the water calm almost all year round. Curious beachgos can spend hours exploring the many tidal pools full of marine life and black volcanic
sand, while others enjoy pleasant ocean conditions for kayaking, paddle boarding, swimming and activities for the whole family. 03 of 10 Tom Benedict / Getty Images Address Hapuna Beach, Hawaii 96743, USA Hepuna Beach is located about 30 miles north of Kailua-Kona along the beautiful Coast of
Kohala. Regularly voted one of the best beaches on the island of Hawaii, it is known for its excellent weather, almost year-round excellent swimming conditions, and convenient shady places for picnicking. Even better, the half-mile stretch of sandy beach is served by a local lifeguard, so it is the ideal
beach destination for the whole family. If you're tired of sunbathing or diving, consider hiking along a portion of the Ala Kahakai coastal path up the hill from the parking lot, which follows the coast on ancient roads. If you've forgotten to bring your own snacks or lunch, walk to the Three Frogs Cafe located
in the beach park for tacos, sandwiches and ice shaving. 04 of 10 Address Kua Bay, Kalaoa, HI 96740, USA Manini'owali Beach is located just under seven miles from Kona Airport. And, for the most part, the walk required by 10 feet of lava rocks to reach the isolated sand has left this beach free of large
crowds and pollution. Parking has showers and bathrooms, and the addition of a lifeguard station in 2019 gave you additional accessories from families with younger children. Snorkeling in the crystal clear waters is perfect on a good day of time, though the can become massive during certain times of the
year (pay attention to first-time warnings). But even on days when entering the water is impossible due to the big waves, the incredibly soft white sand between the fingers of your fingers fingers will make up for it. Continue to 5 out of 10 below. 05 out of 10 Also known as 69 beach due to utility pole
number 69 near the parking area, Waialea is best visited in the summer months when the swell is low. In 1985, Waialea Bay became a designated marine conservation district, meaning that the diversity of ocean wildlife here is nothing short of incredible and popular with divers and divers. Stay inside the
bay to explore the coral reefs that rise out of the water, or head south for snorkeling. You'll find 69 beach just 30 miles north of Kailua-Kona on the west side of the island, just before Hopuna Beach. Be careful while you swim, as there are no lifeguards here. Anaeho'omalu, 10 a famous beach on the
outskirts of Waikoloa Resort, on the coast of Kohala, is famous for its accessibility for beach activity. The Beach Hut offers everything from paddleboards, kayaks, floats, boogie boards, water bikes and cottages for rent, including classes, guided tours, canoeing and catamaran cruises to beach attendants.
Stay until the sun goes down, but don't forget to go across the Ku'uali'i fish pond on the south side of the beach to see the best views of the sunset. 07 of 10 Address Kaunaoa Beach, Hawaii 96743, USA. Facing mauna Kea Beach Hotel on the northwest side of the island, Kauna'oa Beach is another
excellent white sand beach for the whole family on the Big Island. Parking can be complicated here as the only car park belongs to the hotel. Parking can accommodate up to 40 places for non-hotel visitors, but fill up fast, so be sure to go there early in the morning to avoid paying for parking. What makes
this beach really special are the stingrays that frequent the waters at night. After the sun goes down, Mauna Kea Beach Hotel even turns on the reflectors over the water to attract plankton and hungry manta rays. 08 of 10 Address Honaunau Bay, Honaunau-Napoopoo, HI 96704, USA. Also known as Dos
Pasos, this quiet beach is undoubtedly one of the best snorkeling spots on the island. It is frequented by locals and visitors alike, and right next to the important cultural and historical site, Pu'uhonua O Honaunau Park. There's not a lot of sandy beach to rest here, especially when it gets busy on weekends,
but you'll want to spend most of your time on everyone's water Continue to 9 out of 10 below. 09 of 10 Alvis Upitis / Getty Images In addition to being on the National Register of Historic Places, Kahalu'u Bay in Kona is home to a large number of fish, turtles, octopuses, sea urchins, eels and more. This,
combined with calm water and protected cove, makes it an excellent place for beginner divers. In addition to being rich in this beach is also rich in history. There are records in the last 500 years of royal residences in the 18th and 19th centuries here, as well as several heiaus (Hawaiian temples) located
throughout the area. One of these heiaus, Ku'emanu Heiau on the north side of the bay, has a beautiful view overlooking a surf getaway. 10 out of 10 Katie Dobies / Getty Images Yes, you read it well. The island of Hawaii is home to one of the only green sandy beaches on earth (and one of two in the
United States). Papak-lea has mineral deposits of olivine nearby to thank for its unique olive green hue, and the results are impressive. This special place isn't exactly easy to get to, and you'll probably want to take a full-day tour to see it. The beach is located at the southern end of the island and requires
a five-mile round trip to get there. Remember to drink plenty of water and use sunscreen for walking in and out; there's not much shadow in the area. By Lizbeth ScordoPublished on 9/10/2019 at 1:09 AM The largest and youngest island in the state of Aloha - nicknamed the Big Island, but officially known
simply as Hawaii - has some mind-blowing and radically varied landscapes, climatic zones and ecosystems that can make you feel worlds far from the rest of the chain. Home to active volcanoes (one of which erupted and caused serious damage last year); Snow-covered mountains, tropical forests and
desert areas, along with some charming little coastal towns full of rich history, there's plenty to offer when you travel to one of the most unique places in the country. But, of course, the island also offers a lot of one of the things Hawaii is most famous for: its beautiful beaches. From white sand powder
spots with crystal clear waters and tropical fish to rocky, remote places covered in black sand (or green!), to family-friendly beach parks with shallow tidal pools, beach visitors have more options here than they'll likely have time. Check out our top 10 selections for your next visit to a Big Island beach.
Papakolea RugliG/ShutterstockKauHike Beach to a green sandy beach surrounded by the ash cone of a volcano Yes, there is real green sand, out of this world here at the southernmost point of the Big Island, but seeing it is not so easy. That said, if you make the trip here, you'll be rewarded with one of
the most unique beaches in all of Hawaii: a half-circle bay surrounded by Pu'u Mahana, the ash cone of a volcano that erupted 49,000 years ago. It is the olivine crystals of the volcano that are responsible for providing the sand with its olive-ish tone (which can be better seen if you pick up a handful).
Water can be rough with a severe underlying current, so swimming is only recommended for swimmers or when the tide is low and you'll stay close to the coast. Know before you go: This is not the beach to choose if you are tight in time, since getting here is definitely part of the fun - or not, depending on
your interest in exercise. Dirt dirt lot at the end of South Point Rd via Highway 11, you'll walk for about an hour through an old lava field to get to the view of the beach. Then you'll have to reach the side of the ash cone that surrounds the beach, along an eroded path. Although 4x4 shuttles are available to
take you for a fee, the ride is quite rough. Kahaluu Beach Park (Kahaluu Beach Park) Shell20/ShutterstockNorth KonaExcellent snorkeling beach with lots of friendly fish The Kailua-Kona area is best known for its active coastal city, historical history and busy harbor, but it is home to some worthy beaches
as well. While it may not be a white sand beach lined with palm trees par excellence, this waterfront park, a few miles south of Kona, is a great place to do some stellar swimming and snorkeling with calm conditions most of the time, a reef on the high seas and shallow waters that are often filled with
schools of meek and colorful fish that are not forbidden by human visitors. Look for sea turtles hanging out, too. (They should not be touched under any circumstances, but you knew it.) Know before you go: The beach offers picnic tables, baths, adjacent parking, and kahaluu Bay Education Center will
rent you snorkeling equipment and beach along with lockers right there on site. Pohoiki Black Sand Beach Dmitri Kotchetov/ShutterstockPunaThe black sand beach with thermal ponds created from the recent Kilauea eruptionThe eruption of Kilauea volcano in the southeastern region of the island in 2018
resulted in lava covering more than 13 square miles, the destruction of 700 households, and the displacement of 2,000 people (although, fortunately, no human lives were lost). A year later, the devastation remains evident in Lower Puna and residents are working to rebuild their lives and communities. A
silver lining for some is the new black sand beach created by the eruption. While Isaac Hale Beach Park and its boat ramp were about to be destroyed, lava flow stopped just a few hundred feet away heading towards the ocean and producing the black sand. The sand is quite thick as it has not had the
opportunity to be ground well by the action of the waves, but this new beach created by a force of nature is currently a can't-miss. Know before you go: While there are portable toilets, there is not much else, including shade or drinking water sources. The eruption also created four magnificent natural
ocean thermal ponds. Because they are not disinfected, officials warn that there is a risk of bacterial infections and that they enter at their own risk. Punalulu ? Alexander Demyanenko/ShutterstockPahala Sea Turtles, Coconut Palms and a Freshwater Pool This black sand, along the southeast coast, is
probably the most famous on the island. Perhaps it is those postcard coconut palms that line the dark sand fragmented of lava or its beautiful resident green sea turtles - better known by their Hawaiian name, honu - that could be swimming in the sea or sunbathing along the rocky coast when you arrive.
Or maybe it's the fact that the beach is a lava rock shot of road, so it is easily accessible and worth a stop, even if you only have time for a quick visit. Know before you go: There are lifeguards on call, but swimming can be given depending on the conditions. There is also fresh water flowing from
underground springs, which forms a swimming pool to vad here if you want to dip your feet in some water (pretty cold). Manini'owali Norinori303/ShutterstockKalaoa BeachThe beach with crystal clear waters, white sand and beautiful viewpoints Once, this magnificent stretch of sand was difficult to access
and the bumpy rocky road that used to get there would make a number in its buffers and leave you tired at the end of it. These days, there is a real paved road that allows visitors to more easily enjoy the beauty of this intimate Big Island beach. Expect powdered white sand, crystal clear waters, lava rocks,
many viewpoints and excellent summer snorkeling. Winter can bring rougher waves to watch from the safety of your beach seat. Know before you go: The beach can get stuck, especially on weekends. Parking isn't that big, so you'll want to get there early for a spot. There are bathrooms, picnic tables and



showers, but there are no lifeguards, so not necessarily the best choice for families with young children. Tidal pools along the coast of Hilo The Jamethiel/ShutterstockHilo CoastCalm tidal pools, Picnic areas and lots of shades make it a place for the whole family If you're going to spend the afternoon
swimming along the Hilo coast, make it this beach that is, well, not technically a beach, but a rather grassy stretch along the coast with endless water views and lots of natural shade. It is perfect for children (and therefore popular with local families) as the little ones can safely splash in the tranquil sandy-
bottomed tidal pools separated from the roughest ocean by a water boardwalk of breakwater made of lava rocks. Bonus: There is a concrete walkway and a set of steps to the water for easy access. Know before you go: The beach park may be busy on weekends, but because it's so big, it never feels
uncomfortably crowded. The place has plenty of parking, lifeguard stations, bathrooms, and picnic pavilions. Pick up a sampler of Suisan Fish Market's excellent poke options or a Kimchi-bacon(!) burger from Ma'ona Lunch Counter in Hilo. Beach 69, Waialea Dmitri Kotchetov/ShutterstockWaimeaLess full
of people who Hapuna, with heavy reef waters and solid snorkelIng is a small white sand beach easy to hit and a wonderful for snorkeling or diving, thanks to a lot of coral and a wide variety of sea creatures (the area is a designated district of life conservation The best reefs to explore are in the middle of
the bay, where the gradual descent of the ocean floor eventually levels about 30 feet deep. Keep an eye on a rock protruding from the water that is surrounded by plenty of fresh coral. While water activities are a great option in the summer, surfing can be strong winter, when you can get to see some
(uber-experienced) surfers and body-boarders taking in the bass waves at the northern end of the bay rest when surfing is up. Know Before You Go: The beach is named after utility pole number 69 that marks your parking area and, although it is super accessible, it is not nearly as popular as nearby
Hapuna and lacks lifeguard services, resulting in fewer visitors and a more secluded feel. Hapuna Beach mese.berg/ShutterstockKohala CoastUna of the island's most beloved beaches, excellent for sandy walkingThe grandfather of Big Island beaches, Hapuna Beach is frequently voted the island - and
one of the best places in the state - to visit. Why is it such a beloved beach? It is the largest white sand beach on the island, has the characteristic perennial and dry climate of the Kohala coast, and offers constant calm conditions on the water, making it an excellent place for snorkeling and bodyboarding.
Also, you may be looking at some whales that break the distance during the winter months. Know before you go: Amenities abound with lifeguard stations, bathrooms, showers, concessions, picnic areas, and $5 parking. For a walk along the Kohala coast, start here and make your way along the sand to
Puaká Bay and back again, about three miles back and forth. Waipio Black Sand Beach Abbie Warnock-Matthews/ShutterstockWaipi'o ValleyBlack sand and lush vegetation await those who hike to the valley floor A visit to the waipi'o Valley viewpoint -- located on the coast of Hamakua on the north side
of the island -- is definitely worth a stop even if you're not planning to go down to the beach. From here, you'll see the towering emerald cliffs and curved coastline surrounded by lush green fields. Being on the valley floor (about a mile below), however, is an even more impressive experience. Since it is
not so easy to reach, the beach is not usually as crowded and is not a good place to swim due to rough waters, but you can explore the marshes and streams surrounding the black sand (which has its darkest shade of basaltic lava) or go for a walk along a section of the Muliwai trail. Know before you go:
The road down is steep. You'll need a four-wheel drive vehicle, and car rental contracts often prohibit driving it. If you're about to, our favorite way down is on foot, even if be careful that the way back is a stop and quarter. Otherwise, many tour operators offer guided tours of the valley plant that you can
arrange in advance. Please note that there are no lifeguards, baths or other amenities on the beach, which adds to that feeling in nature. Mauna Beach yuruphoto/ShutterstockKohala CoastSoft sand and calm waters that support a luxury resortThis crescent-shaped Kohala Coast beach along this pristine
Kauna'oa Bay is more than a pretty face (though it's certainly that), with its flexible sand, calm waters and twin reefs flanked by lava rocks, palm trees and lush green green land In addition, this beach features the mid-century Mauna Kea Beach Hotel, a high-end but groovy property originally built by the
Rockefellers in the early 1960s as the first resort on the island. Sure, this place is fun to swim, dive and enjoy, but it's especially wonderful for its stunning views. Know before you go: All beaches in the state of Hawaii are public and, while this one is nicknamed Mauna Kea Beach, it does not belong to the
resort. That said, nearby public parking areas that don't require a monster ride are scarce and you may want to just suck it and valet it at the hotel. It will cost you, but you will make up for it with extra time on the beach and you can enter the bar in front of Hau Tree beach for an afternoon cocktail when
you leave. Sign up here for our daily Honolulu email and be the first to get all the food/drink/fun in town. Lizbeth Scordo is a food and travel writer whose collection of Local footwear is taking over her wardrobe ... but there's still room for more. Follow her using them on Instagram @modlizbeth and Twitter
@lalizbeth. @lalizbeth.
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